
  

Outdoor   Winter   Explorations~   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  



  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  

  
The   Project   Approach~   

Based   upon   the   Reggio   Emilia   Philosophy,   children   are   motivated   to   learn   when   
they   can   explore   and   understand   the   real   world   around   them.   Recognizing   this,   

Elmhurst   Academy   implements   an   emergent   project-based   learning   method,   
called   the   Project   Approach,   where   children   reinforce   developmental   

milestones   while   investigating   a   real   topic   worth   
learning   more   about.   As   the   children   investigate   &   
gather   more   information,   they   begin   to   construct   

their   own   learning   in   meaningful   ways.   
The   Study   of   Meteorology   &   Weather   

Phase   1:   Beginning   the   Project   Investigation:   
Over   the   past   two   weeks,   the   Lakeview   students   
have   taken   an   interest   in   the   weather.   The   class’   

interest   began   with   the   question,   “How   do   tsunamis   
form?”   After   researching   tsunamis   and   watching   a   



  

few   video   clips   of   tsunami   waves,   the   Lakeview   students   were   left   wondering   
about   types   of   severe   weather,   why   they   happen,   where   they   

happen,   and   what   do   you   do   if   you   experience   one.   With   all   of   
these   wonderful   inquiries   in   mind,   the   students   began   
researching   the   study   of   meteorology   to   get   a   better   

understanding   of   weather.   Students   viewed   a   couple   videos   
about   meteorologists   and   the   reasons   why   we   have   weather.   
The   class   then   participated   in   creating   a   K-W-L   chart,   sharing   

what   they   know   about   the   weather   and   what   they   would   like   to   
learn   more   about.   

  
Mystery   Reader~   

We   had   three   special   Mystery   Readers   visit   us!   On   Monday,   
January   18th,   we   welcomed   Jaxson’s   mommy,   daddy,   and   
brother   who   read    Military   Amphibious   Vehicles    and    How   To   

Give   Your   Cat   a   Bath   In   Five   Easy   Steps    by   Nicola   Winstanley.   
Thank   you   Mr.   &   Mrs.   Wrobel   and   John.   We   loved   your   stories!   
  

  
  
  
  

  
We   had   two   special   Mystery   Readers   visit   us!   On   
Wednesday,   January   27th,   we   welcomed   Nora’s   

mommy   and   daddy   who   read    Horton   Hears   a   Who!   
and    I   Met   a   Moose   in   Maine   One   Day.   

Thank   you   Mr.   &   Mrs.   Birman.   We   loved   your   stories!   

  



  

Lakeview   Star   Students~   
Jaxson   Wrobel   ~   January   18-22   

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  
Thank   you,   Jaxson,   for   sharing   your   “Celebration   of   Firsts”   with   us.   We   loved   your   

stories!!   

  
Nora   Birman   ~   January   25-29   

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
Thank   you,   Nora,   for   sharing   your   “Celebration   of   Firsts”   with   us.   We   loved   your   

stories!   



  

Writer’s   Workshop~   
Over   the   past   two   weeks,   the   Lakeview   bridge   students   continue   to   work   on   

their   handwriting,   as   well   as   their   creative   writing   skills.   Students   have   practiced   
writing   their   first   and   last   names   in   their   journals.   The   children   have   also   been   
fine-tuning   their   number   writing   skills.   Students   engaged   their   writing   skills   in   
various   learning   activities,   writing   about   “respect,”   and   “homes   around   the   
world.”   On   Inauguration   Day,   the   students   were   given   the   creative   writing   

prompt:   What   Would   You   Do   If   You   Were   President?   ~Mrs.   DeHart   

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
The   Lakeview   students   have   been   focusing   on   proper   sentence   structure   and   all   

the   components   that   go   into   creating   the   
“perfect   sentence.”      

“What   makes   a   perfect   sentence?”   Mrs.   Burke   
asked.   

“The   first   letter   has   to   be   uppercase,”   answered   
Arlen.   

“There   needs   to   be   spacing   in-between   words,”   
shared   Elliott.   

“You   need   a   period   at   the   end,”   said   Lincoln.   
  

Mrs.   Burke   wrote   two   improper   sentences   on   the   board   and   asked   the   students   
to   revise   them   using   all   that   they   know   about   sentences.      

One   of   the   sentences   read:     iz   It   colb   outside   



  

  
Vinny   shared   that   the   letter   “i”   in   “iz”   needed   to   be   uppercase   “I”   because   it   is   

the   first   word   in   the   sentence.    Vinny   also   pointed   out   that    is    is   spelled   with   an   “s”   
not   a   “z.”    Lucy   noticed   that   the   “I”   in    it    needed   to   be   lowercase   not   

uppercase.    Nora   also   explained   that   the   word    cold    ends   with   a   “d”   not   a   “b.”   
Lastly,   Julia   pointed   out   that   the   sentence   needed   punctuation   and   that   a   
question   mark    is   needed   because   the   sentence   is   asking   a   question.    The   

Lakeview   students   then   participated   in   writing   their   own   perfect   sentences   for   
helpful   practice.   ~Mrs.   Burke   

  
  

     
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  

Literacy~   
The   Lakeview   bridge   students   continue   to   engage   in   various   

learning   opportunities   in   order   to   strengthen   their   literacy   skills.   
Each   morning,   the   students   participate   in   phonics   activities   such   

as,   identifying   letters’   names   and   sounds,   blending   
consonants   and   vowels   to   read   CVC   words,   and   
reading   and   listening   to   books.   Students   also   take   

part   in   daily   sight   word   practice.   The   children   
have   been   making   huge   strides   in   their   reading.   
Students   are   learning   how   to   take   a   picture   walk   
before   reading   the   words.   This   reading   skills   allows   
children   to   get   a   “sneak   peak”   at   what   the   story   might   be   about,   
helping   them   figure   out   “tricky”   words.   Students   have   also   been   
identifying   the   different   parts   of   a   book,   such   as   the   front   cover,   

back   cover,   title,   title   page,   and   page   numbers.   The   bridge   
students   continue   to   practice   pointing   to   

the   words   to   keep   track   of   what   word   they  
are   reading.   The   past   two   weeks,   the   bridge   

students   have   also   been   listening   to   a   
storybook   series   by   Kate   DiCamillo   about   an   
adventure-loving   pig   named   Mery   Watson.   

The   students   listened   to   the   first   story,    A   
Piglet   Named   Mery,    and   practiced   

identifying   the   characters   and   the   setting.   Currently   the   
students   are   listening   to   
Mercy   Watson   Goes   For   

a   Ride .   Along   with   
identifying   the   

characters   and   setting,   
the   children   have   been   

asked   to   identify   the   
problem.   After   each   



  

chapter,   the   students   predict   how   Mercy   and   her   friends   will   solve   the   problem.   
~Mrs.   DeHart   

  
  

The   Lakeview   students   continued   their   explorations   
and   understanding   of   CVC   words,   as   well   as   
identifying   beginning   phonetic   sounds   and   

identifying   vowels,   as   they   reviewed   that   CVC   
words   are   made   up   of   a   consonant,   a   vowel,   and   

a   consonant.    The   students   learned   that   
consonants   are   all   the   letters   in   the   alphabet   that   

aren’t   vowels.    When   asked,    “What   letters   are  
vowels?”    Lincoln   said,   “The   vowels   are   a,e,i,o,   and   

u.    To   practice   and   review   their   CVC   words   and  
vowels,   the   students   were   given   several   visual   aids   

and   asked   to   decode   and   write   CVC   words.      
The   Lakeview   students   also   practiced   their   sight   

words,   as   they   engaged   in   a   “What’s   the   word?”   
game.    The   students   have   been   working   hard   with   
their   sight   words,   as   they    “Say   the   word,   spell   the   

word,   write   the   word”    throughout   their   explorations.   
~Mrs.   Burke   

  

  



  

Everyday   Mathematics~   
The   Lakeview   bridge   students   continue   to   practice   counting   by   1s,   
5s,   and   10s   every   morning.   Students   also   continue   their   exploration   
of   shapes,   creating   a   “Book   of   Shapes”   as   they   learn   the   names   of   

each   shape   and   how   many   sides   and   vertices   each   shape   has.   
The   children   are   learning   that   shapes   can   be   composed   by   using   

other   shapes.   Micah   discovered,   “I   can   use   two   
trapezoids   to   create   a   hexagon!”   Jaxson   

exclaimed,   “I   just   made   a   rectangle   by   connecting   
squares   and   making   it   long!”   The   students   have   also   

begun   working   on   their   Number   Books,   practicing   
their   number   writing   and   drawing   groups   of   each   

number.   Students   will   also   be   working   towards   
collecting   data   in   order   to   examine   the   math   

concepts   of   “more   and   less”   and   “measurement   
and   data.”   The   children   were   asked   to   count   the  
number   of   objects   in   our   class,   use   their   data   to   

create   a   bar   graph,   and   compare   which   items   we   
have   more   or   less   of.   ~Mrs.   DeHart   

  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  



  

Everyday   Mathematics   ctd.   ~   
The   Lakeview   students   were   extremely   busy   learning   

about   place   value   along   with   greater   than,   less   than,   
and   equal   to   concepts.    The   students   focused   on   

place   value.    By   using   the   base   ten   blocks,   the   students   
were   able   to   represent   and   identify   the   number   that   is   

located   in   the   tens   column   and   the   number   that   is   
located   in   the   ones   column   by   examining   the   number   
that   was   given   to   them.    The   students   also   compared   
two   different   numbers   by   using   the   greater   than,   less   

than,   and   equal   to   concepts.    The   students   were   
introduced   to   the   symbols   >   (greater   than),   <   (less   than),   and   =   (equal   to).    By   
comparing   two   numbers,   the   students   were   asked   to   write   the   correct   symbol   

on   their   white   boards.      

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  



  

Author   Study~   Kevin   Henkes   
Story   Sequencing   refers   to   the   identification   of   the   components   of   a   story   
—   the   beginning,   middle,   and   end   —   and   also   to   the   ability   to   retell   the   

events   within   a   given   text   in   the   order   in   which   they   occurred.      

After   reading   Kevin   Henkes’    Lily’s   Purple   Plastic   Purse,    the   students   focused   
on   sequencing   and   retelling   a   story   as   they   had   to   identify   different   

scenes   from   the   story   and   then   put   them   in   order,   with   the   understanding   
of   what   happened   at   the   beginning,   what   happened   second,   what   

happened   third,   and   what   happened   last.      

  

  
  

  
Science~   

As   the   Lakeview   student   continued   their   journey   through   the   
human   body,   they   learned   quite   a   bit   about   their   muscles.    They   
learned   that   there   are   650   muscles,   but   only   three   specific   types:   

skeletal,   smooth,   and   cardiac.    These   muscles   cover   our   
skeletons   and   move   our   bones.    They   also   found   out   that   it   takes   

only   17   muscles   to   smile   yet   43   muscles   to   frown.    All   the   more   
reason   to   smile   instead   of   frown!     



  

After   learning   that   the   body   has   three   types   of   muscles,   the   students   watched   a   
short   educational   video,   learning   the   jobs   of   each   muscle   type   and   where   some   

of   the   muscles   could   be   found   in   the   body.    To   “test”   the   strength   of   their   
muscles,   the   students   participated   in   a   few   “muscle   strength   activities.”    One   of   

the   activities   entailed   the   students   standing   in   a   doorway   with   their   arms   
touching   each   side.    Then,   they   pressed   into   the   doorframe   as   hard   as   they   

could   for   a   minute.    After   a   minute,   they   stepped   forward   out   of   the   doorway   
and   watched   their   arms   mysteriously   float   up.    “It   floated   up   on   its   own!”,   

exclaimed   the   students.    The   students   were   amazed   at   the   memory   of   muscles   
during   this   experiment!!     

The   Lakeview   students   also   engaged   in   an   experiment   to   demonstrate   the   
skeletal   muscles   at   work.    The   students   were   given   a   clothespin   to   represent   the   
skeletal   muscles.    They   had   to   squeeze   the   clothespin   as   many   times   as   possible   

in   two   minutes.    Then,   they   rested   for   a   minute   and   tried   again.    The   students  
discovered   they   couldn’t   flex   the   clothespin   as   many   times   the   second   time   

around.    Julia   exclaimed,    “My   skeletal   muscles   are   tired!!”   
The   students   also   completed   their   very   own   book   about   their   bodies.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  

Kindergarten   Super   Scientist~   
Arlen   was   our   very   first   Super   Scientist   of   the   school   year!   
Arlen   explored   water-soluble   ingredients,   food   coloring,   
and   sugar,   using   Skittles.    After   adding   hot   water   to   the   
Skittles,   the   colors   dissolved   and   created   a   pattern-   a   

rainbow,   in   the   water.    Arlen   did   a   wonderful   job   
following   the   scientific   method   as   he   explained   how   the   
hot   water   dissolves   the   sugar,   thus   the   colors   blend   into   a   

rainbow.      
    Thank   you   to   our   Super   Scientist,   Arlen!      

Thank   you   Arlen   for   an   excellent   experiment!   
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  



  

Kid   Inventors’   Day~   
Kid   Inventors’   Day   was   created   several   years   
ago   by   people   who   wanted   to   celebrate   the   

achievements   of   the   youngest   inventors   as   
well   as   encourage   more   children   to   be   

creative.   The   date   chosen   to   celebrate   this   
day,   January   17th,   was   no   accident—it   is   the   anniversary   of   

renowned   polymath,   politician   and   child   
inventor   Benjamin   Franklin’s   birthday.   Over   the   
centuries,   other   children   have   invented   many   
other   things   we   continue   to   use   today,   such   as   

popsicles   (a   very   tasty   accident!),   the   
trampoline,   and   earmuffs.    On   Monday,   January   
18,   2021,   the   Lakeview   students   celebrated    Kid   

Inventors’   Day.    The   Lakeview   class   created   
blueprints   of   their   inventions   at   home   and   
brought   their   ideas   to   life   at   school.   Each   

student   prepared   and   brought   in   the   recyclable   materials   
needed   for   their   invention.   After   the   Lakeview   Inventors   were   
finished   creating,   they   shared   their   invention   with   the   class,   

explaining   what   they   made   and   why   they   created   it.   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  

                            Multicultural   Children’s   Book   Week:   
  During   the   week   of   January   25-29,   2021,   

the   Lakeview   class   celebrated   
Multicultural   Children’s   Book   Day .   The   8 th   
annual    Multicultural   Children’s   Book   Day   

is   celebrated   on   January   29th.     

MCBD   was   created   after   reading   and   
play   advocates   Valarie   Budayr   from   
Audrey   Press   Books   and   Mia   Wenjen   
from   Pragmatic   Mom   were   frustrated   by   

a   lack   of   diverse   and   
multicultural   children’s   books   
available   to   their   own   families.   
The   book-loving   moms   then   
teamed   up   to   create   a   
much-needed   national   event   
and   on   January   27th,   2012   the   
first-ever   Multicultural   Children’s   
Book   Day   was   celebrated.   
Multicultural   Children’s   Book   Day   

(MCBD)   is   an   online   and   offline   celebration   that   attracts   
thousands   of   supporters,   educators,   
parents,   caregivers,   book   reviewers,   
and   quality   authors   and   publishers   
who   join   forces   to   shine   the   spotlight   
on   diversity   in   children   and   YA   
literature.   

Celebrated   annually   on   the   last   Friday   
in   January,   this   global   non-profit   offers   
a   plethora   of   free   resources,   teaching   

tools,   book   lists,   downloads,   and   a   
year-around   initiative   to   get   multicultural   and   diverse   books   

into   the   hands   of   young   readers.   



  

The   Lakeview   students   were   invited   to   share   photos   of   their   Multicultural   books   
that   they   read   at   home   with   the   class,   as   well   as   reading   various   books,   with   a   
focus   on   differences,   diversity,   and   being   unique.   The   Lakeview   families   were   
also   invited   to   participate   in   a   special   reader   zoom,   to   read   multicultural   books   
to   the   students.   

We   would   like   to   thank   Mrs.   Danielson,   Mrs.   Waters,   &   Mr.   &   Mrs.   Ricketts   for   
being   our   special   guest   readers   this   week!!   

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  
  

  
  
  

On   Wednesday,   January   20,   2021,   the   Lakeview   students   had   the   opportunity   to   
view   the    2021   Presidential   Inauguration    with   the   swearing   in   of   the   newly   

elected   President   of   the   United   States-   President   Joe   Biden   and   Vice-President   
Kamala   Harris   at   the   US   Capitol   in   Washington,   DC.   

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  



  

Global   Studies:   Empowering   Global   Citizens   
Homes   Around   the   World   

Over   the   past   couple   of   weeks,   the   Lakeview   students   have   been   sharing   
pictures   and   stories   about   their   homes   and   favorite   rooms.   Students   had   a   blast   

getting   a   glimpse   of   each   other's   lives   outside   of   EA!   The   children   often   
discussed   things   that   were   the   same   about   their   homes,   but   students   had   even   

more   discussion   and   questions   about   how   their   homes   and   families   
are   different.   Each   child’s   face   lit   up   as   they   shared   their   stories   to   

their   friends.   Even   though   most   of   the   class   live   in   the   same   city,   
the   children   learned   that   our   differences   are   what   makes   them   

unique   and   special.   Every   family   and   every   person   has   their   own   
story   to   tell.   Students   carried   this   lesson   over   to   their   exploration   of   
homes   around   the   world.   Students   examined   pictures   of   different   
homes   and   wondered,   “Why   do   people   need   homes?”   “How   do   

people   make   homes?”   “Do   all   homes   look   the   same?”   Elliott   
added,   “People   are   not   the   only   ones   who   live   in   homes,   animals   

have   homes   too.”   Most   students   agreed   that   homes   protect   us   
from   the   weather.   Every   student   agreed   that   homes   make   people   

feel   safe.   As   the   children   examined   the   pictures   of   homes,   they   
were   asked:   Who   decided   what   materials   to   use   

when   building   the   homes?   Colin,   who   was   
observing   a   log   cabin,   said,   “I   think   people   build   log   cabins   out   of   
logs   because   they   are   in   a   forest   and   they   
have   trees   all   around   that   they   can   use.”   
Students   began   to   notice   the   surrounding   
environment   in   each   picture   and   thought   

about   how   each   home’s   environment   
affected   how   it   looked   and   how   it   was   

built.   Students   created   pictures   of   homes,   
writing   the   name,   where   it's   from,   and   what   it   is   made   from.   

  



  

Project   Health~   
Respect~    On   Friday,   January   22,   students   wore   gold   or   yellow   to   celebrate   the   

character   trait   “respect.”   To   practice   being   respectful,   students   were   given   
scenarios   and   discussed   whether   the   student   in   the   story   was   
being   respectful   or   disrespectful.   

Students   also   came   up   with   ways   they   
can   be   respectful   at   home,   in   the   

Lakeview   classroom,   and   on   the   DPG.   
The   Lakeview   classroom   is   full   of   kind,   helpful,   and   

respectful   people!   
  

  
UNICEF   Kids   Power-Ups~    The   Lakeview   students   have   been   moving,   
grooving,   and   meditating   their   way   to   helping   others.   Each   day,   the   

children   participate   in   daily   “brain   breaks”   using   UNICEF   Kids   
Power-Ups   in   order   to   earn   meals   for   malnourished   children   and   
virtual   coins.   These   “coins”   can   be   used   to   provide   a   meal   for   an   

entire   family,   plant   a   tree,   or   provide   medical   care   for   children.   Over   
the   past   two   weeks,   the   Lakeview   class   earned   enough   coins   to   provide   meals   

for   14   children!     
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  



  

Enrichments~   

Technology~   
  

Over   the   past   two   weeks,   the   students   in   the   Lakeview   classroom   have   
continued   to   study   coding   in   their   technology   class.   They   were   introduced   to   

DASH   the   robot   and   got   an   opportunity   to   explore   the   different   features   that   he   
has.   They   also   were   able   to   see   how   coding   makes   the   robot   follow   the   code   

that   they   made.   A   big   part   of   coding   is   making   sure   that   it   is   in   the   right   order,   so   
that   you   get   the   result   you   want.   The   students   experimented   with   trial   and   error   

to   make   sure   their   robot   was   following   their   code   in   the   order   they   had   planned,   
and   made   adjustments   to   their   code   accordingly.   We   will   continue   to   learn   

coding   in   technology   class   in   the   coming   weeks!   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Art ~   
  

The   Lakeview   artists   created   a   collaborative   
recycled   assemblage   piece.    They   began   by   

creating   the   texture   with   a   variety   of   paper   based   
recycled   materials.    They   cut   and   arranged   the   
pieces   until   a   large   3   foot   by   4   foot   space   was   
filled.    The   pieces   were   then   all   glued   down   in   

place.    The   Lakeview   artists   continued   to   work   on   
this   art   piece   by   adding   color.    After   learning   



  

about   tints   (adding   white   to   a   color   to   make   it   
lighter)   and   shades   (adding   black   to   a   color   to   

make   it   darker),   the   artists   had   free   range   to   
explore   color   mixing   and   create   their   own   paint   

colors.    They   then   added   these   colors   to   their   
collaborative   work.   

  

*Assemblage   is   a   form   of   sculpture   composed   
of   "found"   objects   arranged   in   such   a   way   that   

they   create   a   piece.   These   objects   can   be   
anything   organic   or   man-made.   These   pieces   fit   

together   in   the   composition   to   make   a   unified   whole.    Assemblage   are   
three-dimensional   where   they   are   lifted   off   of   the   surface   to   form   a   relief.     

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  

Creative   Movement~   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

Health   &   Safety   Reminders   ~   
● Student   cloth   masks   worn   from   home   should   be   laundered   nightly.   

  
● Students   should   not   wear   their   disposable   school   masks   more   than   one   

time.   These   masks   are   meant   to   be   used   one   time   only   and   not   worn   
again   at   school   the   next   day.   Please   be   sure   to   dispose   of   them   daily.     

  
● Parents   should   be   wearing   masks   whenever   they   are   arriving   and   

departing   the   school   and/or   on   the   school   outdoor   campus.     
  

● Please   ensure   that   you   are   wearing   your   mask   properly.     
● The   mask   should   completely   cover   your   nose   and   mouth   and   fit   snuggly.      

  
● Please   see   link   for   more   information   about   mask   from   the   CDC:   

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/about- 
face-coverings.html   

  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/about-face-coverings.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/about-face-coverings.html


  

Thank   you   for   your   continued   support   in   keeping   our   school   community   healthy   
and   safe.      

~EA   Health   &   Safety   Committee   
  
  

School   Reminders~   
**Just   a   friendly   reminder   to   submit   your   child’s   health   screening   via   the   

Tadpoles   Parent   App   each   morning.   
  

**As   the   weather   starts   to   become   colder,    please   bring   in    2   pairs    of   gloves ,   a   
hat,   warm   coat,   and   snow   boots,   labeled   with   your   child’s   name.    Just   a   

reminder   that   scarves   or   hats   with   hanging   strings   from   them   are    not    permitted   
at   school.   

  
  

*Priority   Registration   for   the   Kindergarten   Program   for   the   2021-2022     
School   Year   has   begun.   

*All   Kindergarten   Registration   Forms   are   due   by   Monday   ,February   8,   2021.   
Registration   for   the   Kindergarten   Program   opens   to   the   public   on   Tuesday,   

February   9th.     
***For   questions   regarding   registration,   please     

email   Ms.   Zaccone   at    rzaccone@elmhurstacademy.com   
  

***For   questions   related   to   the   Kindergarten   Program,   please   email   Mrs.   Burke   at   
lburke@elmhurstacademy.com     

  
  
  
  



  

  
  
  

  
  

  
  

  

  

**Monday,   February   1,   2021   
EA   celebrates   "Inspire   Your   Heart   with   Art   Day"     
*Hosted   by   the   Arts   &   Humanities   Committee   

    

**Friday~   February   12,   2021      

EA   students   celebrate   Valentine's   Day   

*More   info   to   follow   

  

**Monday,   February   15,   2021   

Elmhurst   Academy   will   be   CLOSED   for   a   Teacher   Institute   Day   


